Medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) both contribute to goal-directed behavior, but their precise role remains unclear. Several lines of evidence suggest that MPFC is more important than LPFC for outcome-guided response selection. To examine this, we trained two subjects to perform a task that required them to monitor the specific outcome associated with a specific response on a trial-by-trial basis. While the subjects performed this task, we recorded the electrical activity of single neurons simultaneously from MPFC and LPFC. There were marked differences in the neuronal properties of these two areas. Neurons encoding the response were present in both areas, but in MPFC, there were also neurons that encoded the outcome. In particular, neurons encoded the subject's intended response and how preferable the received outcome was. Thus, only in MPFC was all the information necessary to solve the task encoded. In addition, largely separate populations of MPFC neurons encoded the response and the outcome. Neurons encoding the outcome were in the anterior parts of MPFC: posterior to the corpus callosum, there was a marked drop in their incidence. Our results suggest differences in the contribution of MPFC and LPFC to action control. MPFC neurons encode the desirability of the outcome produced by a specific response on a trial-by-trial basis. This capability may contribute to several of the functions of MPFC, such as action valuation, error detection, and decision making.
Introduction
Two regions of frontal cortex are particularly implicated in goaldirected behavior: lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) and medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC). Both regions have strong connections with motor areas (Dum and Strick, 1993; Carmichael and Price, 1995b; Petrides and Pandya, 1999) and are activated by tasks requiring high-level cognition (Duncan and Owen, 2000) . Several studies implicate MPFC in the control of behavior via response-outcome (RO) associations. Lesions of MPFC impair the ability to use outcome information to guide behavior (Balleine and Dickinson, 1998; Hadland et al., 2003) and reduce the influence of past reward history on motor selection (Kennerley et al., 2006) . MPFC neurons tend to encode both rewards and the actions that led to the rewards (Matsumoto et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2004) . The involvement of LPFC in RO learning is less clear since studies of LPFC lesions in the primate typically focus on cognitive tasks, such as those underpinning working memory (Funahashi et al., 1993; Petrides, 1995) or rule learning (Halsband and Passingham, 1982; Petrides, 1982; Gaffan et al., 2002) . From an anatomical perspective, whereas MPFC strongly connects with areas processing reward, such as the amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex, and insular cortex, LPFC only weakly connects with these areas Price, 1995a, 1996; Cipolloni and Pandya, 1999) .
Studies directly contrasting the neuronal properties of LPFC and MPFC showed that the latter is more important for encoding RO associations (Matsumoto et al., 2003 (Matsumoto et al., , 2007 . However, in these tasks the outcome is the presence or absence of reward. Thus, it is difficult to determine whether the neurons are encoding an association between a specific response and a specific outcome, or whether the neuronal activity is reflective of a more general cognitive process such as assessing the success or failure of an action (Brown and Braver, 2005; Modirrousta and Fellows, 2008) . To distinguish between these possibilities, we used a task that required monitoring which of multiple possible outcomes occurred following a specific response.
In addition, tasks in which reward-related contingencies are continually changing have found strong encoding of rewards and actions in LPFC (Barraclough et al., 2004; Seo et al., 2007) . This is consistent with the notion that LPFC is most implicated in cognitive control when contingencies change on a trial-by-trial basis necessitating flexible, online control (Miller and Cohen, 2001; Rossi et al., 2007) . Thus, we trained two subjects to perform a task that required them to associate a particular outcome with a particular response on a trial-by-trial basis, while we recorded the activity of single neurons from MPFC and LPFC simultaneously.
In summary, by having multiple potential outcomes associated with a response, we aimed to test whether MPFC neurons encoded specific RO associations, and by constantly changing these contingencies on a trial-by-trial basis, we aimed to tax online control, thereby providing a stronger test of whether LPFC neurons encode RO information. We predicted that even under these conditions, MPFC neurons would show a stronger encoding of RO information than LPFC neurons.
Materials and Methods
Subjects and neurophysiological procedures. Subjects were two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) 5 years of age and weighing 7-10 kg at the time of recording. We regulated the daily fluid intake of our subjects to maintain motivation on the task. Our methods for neurophysiological recording have been reported in detail previously (Wallis and Miller, 2003) . Briefly, we implanted both subjects with a head positioner for restraint and a recording chamber over the left hemisphere, the position of which was determined using a 1.5 T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. We recorded simultaneously from MPFC and LPFC using arrays of 8 -14 tungsten microelectrodes (FHC Instruments). We determined the approximate distance to lower the electrodes from the MRI images and advanced the electrodes using custom-built, manual microdrives until they were located just above the cell layer. We then slowly lowered the electrodes into the cell layer until we obtained a neuronal waveform. We randomly sampled neurons; we did not attempt to select neurons based on responsiveness. This procedure aimed to reduce any bias in our estimate of neuronal activity thereby allowing a fairer comparison of neuronal properties between the different brain regions. Waveforms were digitized and analyzed off-line (Plexon Instruments). All procedures were in accord with the National Institute of Health guidelines and the recommendations of the University of California at Berkeley Animal Care and Use Committee.
We reconstructed our recording locations by measuring the position of the recording chambers using stereotactic methods. We plotted the positions onto the MRI sections using commercial graphics software (Adobe Illustrator). We confirmed the correspondence between the MRI sections and our recording chambers by mapping the position of sulci and gray and white matter boundaries using neurophysiological recordings. We traced and measured the distance of each recording location along the cortical surface from the lip of the ventral bank of the principal sulcus. We also measured the positions of the other sulci in this way, allowing the construction of the unfolded cortical maps shown in Figure  9 .
Behavioral task. Each trial consisted of a sampling phase and a choice phase. During the sampling phase, the subject made two sample responses, each of which resulted in the delivery of a small drop of one of three juices. During the choice phase, the subject then chose to repeat one of the responses, and received a larger amount of the juice that was associated with that response earlier in the trial. Thus, to receive juices that are more preferable at the choice phase of the task, the subject had to remember which response produced which outcome during the sample phases of the task. The RO contingencies changed on a trial-by-trial basis. All possible pairings were equally likely to occur, and all juices were equally likely to be paired with either movement.
A trial began with the subject fixating a central fixation spot for 1 s (Fig.  1) . The subject then made two sample responses by moving a lever, once to the left and once to the right, with a delay separating the two movements. The lever consisted of a 4.5-cm-long sprung joystick handle, which the subject needed to displace laterally by 1.5 cm to register a correct response. We organized trials into blocks of 30 trials each. Depending on the block, the subject's sample responses had to consist of either a leftward movement followed by a rightward movement, or a rightward movement followed by a leftward movement. A cue presented over the fixation spot indicated to the subject the current block of trials and the time at which to make the movement. We instructed the movements in this way to ensure that during each task epoch we had sufficient conditions of each possible RO association. A 3 s intertrial interval separated each trial. We used NIMH Cortex (http://www.cortex.salk.edu) to control the presentation of the stimuli and the task contingencies. We monitored eye position with an infrared system (ISCAN).
Over the course of a trial, the subjects made one of two different types of error. First, their eye position had to remain within Ϯ2.5°of the fixation spot until the delivery of the final reward. Otherwise they experienced a 5 s timeout (the screen turned red and the subject had to wait) before the trial resumed from the point at which they had broken fixation. Second, at the sample stages of the task, the subjects could make the wrong movement, i.e., making a rightward lever movement when they should have made a leftward movement and vice versa. If this occurred, they experienced a 5 s timeout (the screen turned yellow) and the trial resumed from the point at which the wrong response occurred. We excluded both types of trial from our statistical analysis of the neurophysiological data.
We tailored the specific juices to each subject to ensure robust, stable preferences. For subject H, we used orange juice (Minute Maid), apple juice (50% dilution, Safeway), and quinine (1.1 mM, Sigma-Aldrich). For subject J, we used orange juice (50% dilution), apple juice, and quinine (3.3 mM). We note that the quinine solution was sufficiently dilute that it was not aversive: both subjects were willing to drink large quantities (Ͼ300 ml) of a more concentrated solution of quinine (4.2 mM) from a water bottle. We tailored the quantities of juice to ensure that each subject received their daily aliquot of fluid over the course of a single session. For subject H, the sample juices lasted 0.4 s (0.25 ml) and the final reward amount was 1.1 s (0.68 ml) on 75% of the trials (small reward trials) and 2.1 s (1.3 ml) on 25% of the trials (large reward trials). For subject J, the sample juices lasted 0.3 s (0.19 ml) and the final reward amount was 1 s (0.62 ml) on 75% of the trials and 1.9 s (1.2 ml) on 25% of the trials. The subjects had no way of knowing the volume of the final reward amount until its delivery. Nevertheless, this variation in its size motivated the subject to work for more trials.
Statistical methods. We excluded trials in which a break fixation occurred and trials in which the subject moved the lever in the wrong direction during one of the sample responses. We constructed spike density histograms by averaging activity across the appropriate conditions using a sliding window of 100 ms. We quantified neuronal selectivity during the performance of the task using several defined time epochs. We determined these time epochs based on where the most prominent encoding of the response and the outcome was evident in the spike density histograms. The presample epoch consisted of the 800 ms immediately preceding the subject's first sample response. The first-outcome epoch consisted of an 800 ms period beginning 200 ms after the delivery of the first juice. The 200 ms offset allowed for the latency to encode juice information in frontal cortex ). The second-outcome epoch consisted of the equivalent period after the delivery of the second juice. The prechoice epoch consisted of the 800 ms immediately preceding the subject's final choice response. We defined two additional epochs at the choice phase of the task. The chosen epoch consisted of an 800 ms period beginning 200 ms after the delivery of the chosen juice, and the small-offset epoch consisted of an 800 ms period beginning 200 ms after the offset of the juice on the small reward trials. For each neuron, we then calculated its mean firing rate during each epoch on every trial. We used statistical tests, assessed using an ␣ level of 0.01, to determine whether the neuron's mean firing rate depended on the various experimental factors.
During the presample epoch, we wished to determine whether neurons encoded the direction of the first sample response. For each neuron, we performed a t test with the neuron's firing rate during the presample epoch as the dependent variable and whether the first sample response was a leftward or rightward lever movement as the independent variable. We used 2 tests to assess differences between MPFC and LPFC in the proportion of neurons encoding the upcoming sample response. In addition, we calculated a direction index of the strength of encoding by subtracting the neuron's mean firing rate on trials in which the first sample response was a rightward lever movement from its firing rate on those trials in which the first sample response was a leftward lever movement. We then normalized the resulting value by dividing by the SD of the neuron's mean firing rate across all trials. For example, a value of 1 on this index would indicate that the firing rate of the neuron was 1 SD higher when the subject intended to make a leftward lever movement than when the subject intended to make a rightward lever movement.
To quantify selectivity during the first-outcome epoch, for each neuron we performed a two-way ANOVA with the experimental factors of response (whether the subject had just made a leftward or rightward sample response) and outcome (which of the three juices was delivered). We then classified neurons according to whether they encoded just the response, just the outcome, or a combination of the two. We used 2 tests to assess differences in the proportion of selective neurons between the two brain areas. We also used the two-way ANOVA to calculate the strength of selectivity. We did this by calculating the magnitude of our statistical effects using 2 . This is equivalent to the percentage of explained variance attributable to a specific experimental factor. We calculate its value by dividing the sum of squares associated with the experimental factor by the total sum of squares in the analysis and multiplying the result by 100%. In addition, for each neuron we calculated the direction index in the same manner as for the presample epoch.
During the first-outcome epoch, we also examined the latency at which neurons first began to encode the identity of the juice, by performing a "sliding" ANOVA analysis. For each neuron, we took a 200 ms window of time, beginning 1000 ms before the delivery of the first outcome, and performed a two-way ANOVA on the neuron's mean firing rate during that window, using the factors of response and outcome. We then calculated the percentage of variance in the neuron's firing rate that was attributable to the outcome factor. We then moved the window forward by 10 ms, and repeated the analysis. We continued in this manner until we had analyzed the entire first-outcome epoch. We defined the latency of selectivity as the time when the p value fell below 0.005 for three consecutive time bins. We then compared neuronal latencies between brain areas using Wilcoxon's rank-sum test. We chose our criterion by comparing the results from the sliding ANOVA analysis for each neuron with the selectivity evident in their spike density histograms. To verify that this criterion resulted in a reasonable rate of type I errors, we examined how many neurons would have reached the criterion in the 500 ms before the delivery of the juice (i.e., when it would have been impossible for the neurons to encode the juice's identity). Just 5/284 (1.8%) neurons reached criterion in this time, indicating that our choice of criterion indeed yielded a reasonable rate of type I errors.
To quantify selectivity during the second outcome, we first separated the trials into three sets depending on the identity of the first outcome. Then, for each neuron and each set of trials in turn, we performed a t test using the neuron's mean firing rate on each trial as the dependent vari- Figure 1 . A, Illustration of the sequence of events in the behavioral task. The subject made two lever movements sequentially, indicated by the horizontal arrows, and received one of three juices for each movement. At the choice phase, the subject repeated one of the movements to receive the juice associated with that movement earlier in the trial. The two different blocks consist of trials in which the subject either made a leftward followed by a rightward lever movement or a rightward followed by a leftward lever movement. The block is signaled by a colored square, but this provided no information about the specific RO contingencies. The figure illustrates trials for subject H, who preferred orange juice to apple juice. In the two example trials, subject H receives orange juice for the first movement and apple juice for the second movement and elects to repeat the movement that led to orange juice at the choice phase of the task. B, Timeline indicating the timing of behavioral events during the course of a single trial, as well as the corresponding epochs that we used for statistical analysis. The vertical gray lines indicate the onsets of the visual cues, and the vertical colored lines indicate the time of the subjects' responses and the delivery of juice. The precise timing of these events depends on how long it takes for the subject to initiate and perform his response. For the purposes of illustration, we used the subjects' median reaction times. C, Mean percentage of trials within a session in which the subject chose in a manner consistent with his preferences for each of the three potential juice pairings. Subjects rarely made choices that were not consistent with their preferences. D, Mean percentage of trials during each quarter of a session in which the subject chose in a manner inconsistent with his preferences. There was no evidence that the likelihood of an inconsistent choice varied across the course of the recording session.
able and the identity of the second outcome as the independent variable. To examine the time course of this selectivity at the population level, we performed a sliding analysis analogous to our analysis for the first outcome, to quantify the percentage of variance in the neuron's firing rate that was attributable to the identity of the second outcome. With regard to the choice phase of the task, we analyzed neuronal activity during three epochs. First, we analyzed data during the prechoice epoch in an analogous manner to our analysis of neuronal activity in the presample epoch, although the independent variable on which we focused was the direction of the subject's choice response. Next, we analyzed data during the chosen epoch. For each neuron, we calculated its mean firing rate during both the chosen and small-offset epochs. For both epochs in turn, we then performed a three-way ANOVA, with the neuron's mean firing rate as the dependent variable, and juice (whether the chosen juice was the most preferred or intermediately preferred), magnitude (small or large reward trials) and response (whether the subject made a leftward or rightward lever movement to choose the juice) as the independent variables.
Results

Behavior
Both our subjects exhibited clear preferences between the three available juices throughout recording (Fig. 1C) . Subject H preferred orange juice to apple juice, and preferred both juices to quinine. Across 17 sessions, he performed a mean of 429 Ϯ 13 trials, and picked orange juice over apple juice 98 Ϯ 0.6% of the time, apple juice over quinine 98 Ϯ 0.6% of the time, and orange juice over quinine 99 Ϯ 0.2% of the time. Subject J preferred apple juice to orange juice, and preferred both juices to quinine. Across 25 sessions, he performed a mean of 434 Ϯ 10 trials, and picked apple juice over orange juice 96 Ϯ 1.3% of the time, apple juice over quinine 96 Ϯ 1.7% of the time, and orange juice over quinine 85 Ϯ 3.2% of the time. Moreover, both subjects maintained clear preferences across the course of individual recording sessions. We divided each session into quarters and, for each quarter, calculated the proportion of trials in which the subject chose the less preferred reward (Fig. 1D ). The percentage of choices that were inconsistent with the subjects' preferences did not differ between the session quarters for either subject (Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, p Ͼ 0.1 for both subjects). Neither subject had a response bias during the choice phase: both subjects made leftward movements on 51% of the trials. Thus, both subjects appeared to perform the task as we anticipated: they showed clear preferences between the outcomes, and monitored which outcome occurred following each sample response to ensure that they consistently chose their preferred juice at the choice phase of the task. We excluded two types of errors from our analysis of the neuronal data. The first was when the subject failed to maintain fixation for the duration of the trial. For subject H, 5.0 Ϯ 0.6% of the trials included break fixation errors, while for subject J, 12.5 Ϯ 1.2% of the trials included break fixation errors. The identity of the outcome did not affect the likelihood of a break fixation for either subject in either delay (one-way ANOVA, F Ͻ 1, p Ͼ 0.1 in all cases). The second type of error was when subjects made the wrong movement given the current block of trials. Subject H made wrong movements on 5.3 Ϯ 0.5% of trials, while subject J made wrong movements on 8.4 Ϯ 0.6%. Most of the wrong movements tended to occur on the first trial of a block. For subject H, 47% of his wrong movements occurred on the first trial of the block, while 38% did so for subject J. The remaining wrong movements occurred throughout the remainder of the block. The identity of the juice delivered as the first outcome did not influence the likelihood of making a wrong movement for sampling the second outcome. For subject H, the proportion of incorrect movements made in sample 2 was 31 Ϯ 7% following orange juice, 22 Ϯ 7% following apple juice, and 23 Ϯ 7% following quinine. For subject J, the proportion of incorrect movements was 38 Ϯ 5% following apple juice, 23 Ϯ 3% following orange juice, and 35 Ϯ 5% following quinine. These proportions did not significantly differ from one another for either subject (Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, p Ͼ 0.05 for both subjects). In summary, both subjects performed the task at a high level of accuracy making errors on only a small proportion of trials.
For both subjects, the first sample response (H: median 402 ms, J: median 285 ms) was significantly slower than the second sample response (H: median 319 ms, J: median 247 ms, Wilcoxon's rank-sum test, p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ15 for both subjects). In addition, the second sample response was significantly slower than the choice response (H: median 248 ms, J: median 231 ms, Wilcoxon's rank-sum test, p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ15 for both subjects). The identity of the first outcome did not affect subsequent reaction times for the second sample response (Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, p Ͼ 0.1 for both subjects), nor did the identity of the second outcome affect reaction times for the choice response (KruskalWallis one-way ANOVA, p Ͼ 0.1 for both subjects). Thus, the subjects' responses became quicker as the trial progressed, but the juices that they received did not affect their reaction times.
Neurophysiology
Comparison of response and outcome encoding across brain areas
We recorded from 172 LPFC neurons (H: 77, J: 95) and 112 MPFC neurons (H: 60, J: 52). Our initial characterization of the neuronal response properties focused on the first-outcome epoch. It is in this epoch that the subject learns which outcome is associated with the first sample response. We found that the majority of the neurons encoded either response-related information or information about the reward the subject received for making that response. To quantify this selectivity, for each neuron we performed a two-way ANOVA on the neuron's mean firing rate on each trial, using the factors of which response the subject made (the leftward or rightward lever movement) and which outcome he received (orange, apple, or quinine). Figure  2 A illustrates an LPFC neuron that showed a significant main effect of response evident as a higher firing rate when the subject had made a rightward as opposed to the leftward response (F (1,427) ϭ 562, p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ15 ), but no main effect or interaction with outcome. Figure 2 B illustrates an MPFC neuron that showed a significant main effect of outcome (F (2,392) ϭ 61, p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ15 ), but no main effect or interaction with response. The neuron showed its highest firing rate when the subject had just received quinine, a lower firing rate when the subject had received apple juice, and its lowest firing rate when the subject had received orange juice. This neuron was from subject H, and so the neuronal firing rate inversely correlated with the subject's preferences. Figure 2C illustrates an MPFC neuron that showed a significant interaction between response and outcome (F (2,371) ϭ 5.0, p Ͻ 0.01). The neuron showed a higher firing rate for apple juice than for orange juice, and a higher firing rate for orange juice than for quinine. This neuron was from subject J, so the neuronal firing rate directly correlated with the subject's preferences. However, the encoding of the outcome information was stronger when the subject had made a rightward response than for a leftward response.
We contrasted the prevalence of these different types of neuronal encoding in LPFC and MPFC. In LPFC, nearly twice as many neurons showed a main effect of response (83/172 or 48%) as showed a main effect of outcome (49/172 or 28%). In contrast, in MPFC, more neurons showed a main effect of outcome (67/ 112 or 60%) than showed a main effect of response (52/112 or 46%). Few neurons in either area showed a response ϫ outcome interaction (LPFC: 20/172 or 12%, MPFC: 10/112 or 9%). A comparison of the proportion of selective neurons between the areas revealed that outcome-selective neurons were significantly more prevalent in MPFC than in LPFC ( 2 ϭ 26.3, p Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ), while the proportion of response-selective neurons did not significantly differ between the areas ( 2 ϭ 0, p Ͼ 0.1). We next examined the magnitude of the experimental effects using 2 for each of the experimental factors (see Materials and Methods). For each neuron, this provided us with two selectivity measures: the degree to which the neuron encoded the response and the degree to which the neuron encoded the outcome. We then plotted these two measures against one another ( Fig. 3 A, B ). This confirmed our findings from the prevalence analysis: the main difference between the two areas was that MPFC encoded both the response and the outcome, whereas LPFC encoded the response alone. We performed a two-way ANOVA using these selectivity measures as the dependent variable and independent variables of encoding (outcome or response) and area (LPFC or MPFC). There was a significant interaction between the factors ( Fig. 3C ) (F (1,564) ϭ 12.7, p Ͻ 0.0005). A post hoc simple effects analysis revealed that there was significantly higher response encoding in LPFC than outcome encoding (F (1,564) ϭ 19, p Ͻ 0.00005), whereas there was no significant difference in the strength of response and outcome encoding in MPFC (F (1,564) ϭ 1, p Ͼ 0.1). Furthermore, outcome encoding was significantly higher in MPFC than in LPFC (F (1,564) ϭ 18, p Ͻ 0.00005), but there was no significant difference in the strength of response encoding between the two areas (F (1,564) Ͻ 1, p Ͼ 0.1).
In summary, while LPFC encoded information about the response, only MPFC encoded both pieces of information that were necessary to solve the task, namely the response and the outcome. In addition, the low incidence of neurons showing an interaction between the response and outcome factors, as well as the L-shaped pattern of the scatter in Figure 3B , suggests that the two experimental factors were encoded by separate populations of Figure 2. A, Spike density histograms illustrating an LPFC response-selective neuron. The plots are color coded according to which movement the subject made for the first sample response and which juice he received. Time along the x-axis is plotted from the onset of the juice delivery, and the red tick mark indicates the offset of the juice. The gray shading illustrates the extent of the first-outcome epoch that we used for statistical analysis. This neuron had a significantly higher firing during the first-outcome epoch when the subject had made a leftward lever movement, but did not discriminate between the delivery of the three different juices. B, An MPFC neuron that had a higher firing rate to the delivery of quinine than to apple juice and a higher firing rate to apple juice than to orange juice. This neuron was from subject H, and so the neuronal firing rate inversely correlated with the subject's preferences. The neuron did not discriminate between the different lever movements. C, An MPFC neuron that showed a higher firing rate for apple juice than for orange juice and a higher firing rate for orange juice than for quinine. This neuron was from subject J, and so the neuronal firing rate directly correlated with the subject's preferences. The encoding of outcome information was stronger when the subject had made a rightward response than when the subject had made a leftward response. , we plotted the percentage of variance in the neuron's firing rate during the first-outcome epoch that could be attributable to either the response or outcome factor as determined from a two-way ANOVA. Those neurons whose firing rates showed a significant main effect of one or both of the experimental factors are color coded (red, response only; blue, outcome only; pink, response and outcome). The data points circled in red, blue, and black indicate the data from the neurons illustrated in Figure 2 A-C, respectively. C, Plot of the mean percentage of variance in the LPFC or MPFC neurons' firing rates that was explainable by either the response or the outcome factor.
neurons in MPFC. In other words, neurons either strongly encoded the outcome or strongly encoded the response but were unlikely to encode both factors. Our subsequent analyses focus on determining more precisely what aspect of the outcome and response neurons are encoding.
Specific information encoded by outcome-selective neurons
To characterize more specifically how the neurons were encoding outcome information, we began by determining, for each neuron, its mean firing rate when each of the different outcomes occurred. We then determined the rank order of those means. There were three different outcomes and consequently six potential rank orderings of those three outcomes. Two of the six possible rank orderings were consistent with the subject's preferences: either a monotonically increasing or decreasing relationship between firing rate and preference. The other four possible rank orderings were not consistent with the subject's preferences. In MPFC, 47/67 (70%) of the outcome-selective neurons encoded the outcomes in a manner consistent with the subject's preferences, which was significantly greater than the one-third expected by chance (binomial test, p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 ). In LPFC, a similar proportion of outcome-selective neurons encoded the outcome in a manner consistent with the subject's preferences (28/49 or 57%, binomial test, p Ͻ 0.0005). In other words, despite consistent orderings making up only one-third of the possible orderings, approximately two thirds of the neurons encoded the outcomes in a manner consistent with the subject's preferences. Of these neurons, there was a tendency to show a negative relationship between the subject's preferences and their firing rate (MPFC: 32/47 or 68%, binomial test, p Ͻ 0.005, LPFC: 23/28 or 82%, binomial test, p Ͻ 0.0001). In other words, these neurons tended to show their highest firing rate to the least preferred juice and their lowest firing rate to the most preferred juice.
We confirmed that the neuronal selectivity was not a simple sensory response to the juice, by comparing each neuron's firing rate during the first-and second-outcome epochs. If the neurons were encoding the sensory properties of the juice, then their firing rate should show the same rank ordering of the juices in both epochs. To determine this, we performed the same analysis of neuronal activity during the second-outcome epoch as we had performed for the first-outcome epoch. Of the 116 neurons (MPFC: 67, LPFC: 49) that were outcome selective in the firstoutcome epoch, 76 (MPFC: 43, LPFC: 33) were also selective during the secondoutcome epoch. However, only 8 of these neurons (MPFC: 6, LPFC: 2) showed the same rank ordering of the outcomes in both epochs. Thus, the neuronal response to the juice did not depend solely on the physical properties of the juice, but also depended on the context within the task in which the juice occurred.
We also examined the time course over which neurons encoded outcome information. We performed a sliding two-way ANOVA and calculated for each time point the percentage of variance in the neuron's firing rate that could be attributable to the outcome factor (see Materials and Methods). Figure 4 A shows that the encoding of the outcome was stronger in MPFC than LPFC. An analysis of the latency at which neurons reached our criterion for encoding of outcome information revealed that this occurred earlier in MPFC (median 360 ms) than in LPFC (median 520 ms, Wilcoxon's rank-sum test ϭ 8855, p Ͻ 0.00005), although our interpretation of this must be tempered by the very weak encoding of outcome information that was present in LPFC.
Previous studies have shown that as a subject becomes satiated with a specific outcome, the value of that outcome diminishes, causing changes in the subject's choice behavior (Balleine and Dickinson, 1998) . Thus, we examined whether there was any evidence that the neuronal responses changed across the course of the session. We divided each session into quarters and repeated our previous analyses across these quarters. We did not find any evidence that encoding of the outcome differed across the course of the session. Across the four quarters, there was no difference in the proportion of neurons that encoded the outcome, the response, or the interaction between the two factors ( Fig. 5A) ( 2 , p Ͼ 0.1 for both areas and all comparisons). Nor was there a difference between the quarters in the proportion of outcomeselective neurons that encoded the outcome in a manner that was consistent with the subjects' preferences ( Fig. 5B) ( 2 , p Ͼ 0.1 for all comparisons). Finally, there was no difference in the mean strength encoding of the outcome across the session as determined by calculating the percentage of variance in neuronal firing rates attributable to the identity of the outcome (Fig. 5C) . Thus, there was no evidence for any change in the neuronal encoding of the outcome across the course of the session. This was consistent with the lack of any behavioral change (Fig. 1C) , which might suggest that our subjects were not fully sated on any of the specific juices by the end of the recording session.
In summary, MPFC neurons showed stronger encoding of the three different juice outcomes. The nature of this encoding was consistent with the neurons signaling the value of the juices in terms of the subject's preferences. Furthermore, the encoding was dynamic, as the neurons did not encode the second juice outcome in the same way as the first. We examined the encoding of the second juice outcome in more detail in subsequent analyses (see below). 
Specific information encoded by response-selective neurons
To determine more precisely what information the responseselective neurons were encoding, we compared the encoding of response information during the first-outcome epoch with the encoding during the presample epoch. Over a third of the neurons showed significant response encoding during the presample epoch, and there was no significant difference between the two areas in the proportion of such neurons (LPFC: 60/172 or 35%, MPFC: 43/112 or 38%, 2 Ͻ 1, p Ͼ 0.1). A comparison of the neuronal selectivity during the presample and first-outcome epochs revealed that neurons appeared to be encoding upcoming motor responses. For example, the neuron in Figure 2 A showed a higher firing rate during the presample epoch on left-then-right trials, and a higher firing rate in the first-outcome epoch on rightthen-left trials. Thus, the neuron showed a higher firing rate whenever the subject intended to make a leftward response.
To investigate these effects at the population level, for each neuron and each epoch in turn we calculated a direction index (see Materials and Methods). This index was positive when the neuron showed a higher firing rate for upcoming leftward lever movements and negative when the neuron showed a higher firing rate for upcoming rightward movements. There was a significant correlation between the value of this measure in the two epochs in both LPFC and MPFC (Fig. 6 A, B) . This pattern of results is consistent with neurons encoding the upcoming motor response, with activity during the presample epoch encoding the upcoming first sample response and activity during the first-outcome epoch encoding the upcoming second sample response.
We also examined the value of the direction index during the prechoice epoch. If a neuron was encoding the upcoming response during this epoch, then its activity should reflect the direction of the lever movement that the subject intended at the choice phase of the task, in the same way that it encoded the intended first sample response during the presample epoch. Indeed, there was a positive correlation between the direction index in the prechoice and presample epochs in LPFC (Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, r ϭ 0.34, p Ͻ 0.00001), although not in MPFC (r ϭ 0.1, p Ͼ 0.1). However, in both areas response encoding during the prechoice epoch was noticeably weaker than in the presample epoch, with 44/172 (26%) of LPFC neurons and 20/112 (18%) of MPFC neurons encoding the upcoming response. We confirmed this by contrasting the absolute magnitude of the direction index during the presample epoch with that in the prechoice epoch (Fig. 6C ). We performed a twoway ANOVA on these index values with the factors of epoch (presample or prechoice) and area (LPFC or MPFC). There was a significant main effect of epoch (F (1,564) ϭ 15, p Ͻ 0.0005) with no other significant main effects or interactions (F Ͻ 1, p Ͼ 0.1). Thus, the direction index was significantly smaller during the prechoice epoch, and this effect was consistent across both areas.
We also examined whether the strength of response encoding at the choice phase depended on the identity of the first outcome. For example, there might be weaker encoding at the choice phase when the first outcome is the most preferred, since the subject could potentially decide their final choice when they receive the first outcome. To examine whether this was the case, we grouped the trials according to the identity of the first outcome and calculated the direction index for each epoch and for each group of trials (Fig. 6 D) . We then performed a three-way ANOVA using the direction index values as the dependent variable and epoch (presample or prechoice), area (MPFC or LPFC), and juice (the subject's preference for the first outcome) as independent variables. This revealed a significant epoch ϫ juice interaction (F (1,1692) ϭ 19, p Ͻ 0.00005). A post hoc analysis of the simple effects revealed that direction selectivity was significantly weaker in the prechoice epoch when the first outcome was either the least preferred (F (1,1692) ϭ 11, p Ͻ 0.005) or the intermediately preferred (F (1,1692) ϭ 19, p Ͻ 0.00005) outcome, but not when the first outcome was the most preferred (F (1,1692) Ͻ 1, p Ͼ 0.1). Thus, although the subject could potentially make their choice earlier in the trial when the first outcome was the most preferred juice, this did not appear to be what produced weak encoding of the final choice response.
We examined the time course of response encoding by performing a sliding two-way ANOVA and calculating for each time point the percentage of variance in the neuron's firing rate that could be attributable to the response factor (see Materials and Methods). Encoding of the upcoming sample responses began shortly after the presentation of the fixation cue and peaked shortly after the performance of the first sample response (Fig.  4 B) . It dropped rapidly once the subject had made the second sample response. The time course of response selectivity in MPFC and LPFC was very similar, although it was slightly stronger in MPFC around the time of the second sample response. Figure 5 . A, There was no difference across the quarters of the session ( 2 , p Ͼ 0.1 for both areas and all comparisons) in terms of the prevalence of neurons encoding the response, outcome, or the interaction of the two factors. (Although there were significantly fewer responseselective neurons between the second and third quarters in LPFC, this effect did not survive the correction for multiple comparisons.) B, There was no difference across the session in the prevalence of neurons encoding outcome information in a manner that was either consistent or inconsistent with the subjects' preferences across the course of the session ( 2 , p Ͼ 0.1 for all comparisons). C, There was no difference across the session in terms of the strength of outcome selectivity. For each neuron and each quarter in turn, we calculated the percentage of variance in the neuron's firing rate that could be attributed to either the outcome or the response. We performed a three-way ANOVA using the strength of selectivity as the dependent variable, and quarter, area, and encoding (outcome or response) as independent variables. None of the main effects or interactions with the quarter factor were significant ( p Ͼ 0.1 in all cases), although there was a significant area ϫ encoding interaction (F (1,2254) ϭ 43, p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 ), consistent with the interaction shown in Figure 3C .
In summary, when the subject needed to monitor the outcome associated with his response there was strong encoding of the response in both MPFC and LPFC. In contrast, once the subject had received both the first and second outcome, such that he could make his choice between them, there was very little encoding of the behavioral response that would lead to the final delivery of the reward. This result begs the question as to where in the brain the final choice response is encoded. Although MPFC appears to be important for encoding response and outcome information, the final action selection may occur in an area downstream of MPFC.
Encoding of outcome information during the second delay
Our analysis of the first sample response and its associated outcome revealed that neither MPFC nor LPFC encoded specific RO associations. Furthermore, while both areas encoded the response, a critical difference was that MPFC encoded the value of the outcome associated with that response.
We next examined neuronal selectivity during the second sample response. To quantify neuronal selectivity, we first separated the trials into three sets depending on the identity of the first outcome. Then, for each set of trials, we determined whether the neuron's firing rate was affected by the identity of the two possible second outcomes (see Materials and Methods). Thus, we performed three t tests comparing firing rates for (1) apple juice versus quinine (when the first outcome was orange juice), (2) orange juice versus quinine (first outcome was apple juice), and (3) orange juice versus apple juice (first outcome was quinine). Significantly more neurons in MPFC than in LPFC showed a significant difference between the two outcomes for at least one of these t tests (MPFC: 71/112 or 63%, LPFC: 53/172 or 31%, 2 ϭ 28, p Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ). In both areas, the majority of the selective responses (MPFC: 47/71 or 66%, LPFC: 44/53 or 83%, binomial test, p Ͻ 0.005 in both cases) consisted of a higher firing rate when the second outcome was the less preferable of the two potential outcomes (as was the case for all of the neurons in Fig. 7 ). These responses were not simply to the sensory properties of the juice, since the response to the second outcome depended on the identity of the first outcome. For example, the neuron in Figure 7A showed a strong response to quinine when it followed the delivery of apple, but not when it followed the delivery of orange. This type of selectivity accounted for 35/71 (49%) of the MPFC neurons that encoded the second outcome and 35/53 (66%) of the selective LPFC neurons. In LPFC, the vast majority of these selective responses (34/35 or 97%) occurred when the intermediately preferred juice was the first outcome. In MPFC, encoding of the second outcome was also most prevalent when the intermediately preferred juice was the first outcome (15/35 or 43%), but selective responses also occurred when the first outcome was the most preferred juice (5/35 or 15%) or the first outcome was the least preferred juice (13/35 or 37%).
Some neurons appeared to encode a more abstract version of this information. For example, the neuron in Figure 7B consistently showed a higher firing rate whenever the less preferred of the two possible second outcomes occurred, which for subject H was quinine following orange, quinine following apple, and apple following quinine. Figure 7C shows an analogous neuron in subject J. Thus, these neurons appeared to encode the relative value of the two outcomes that could potentially follow the first outcome, regardless of the specific identities of those outcomes. Such responses accounted for 10/71 (14%) of selective MPFC neurons and 2/53 (4%) of LPFC neurons. Of these neurons, the majority showed a higher firing rate to the less preferable outcome, with only one neuron (in MPFC) showing a higher firing rate to the more preferable outcome.
Finally, some neurons appeared to encode the juice that the subject expected in the choice phase of the task. For example, the neuron in Figure 7D showed a strong response to quinine following apple juice and apple juice following quinine. This neuron was from subject H, and these are the two juice combinations where he will receive apple juice as his final reward rather than orange juice. Such neurons accounted for 17/71 (24%) of the , we plotted the direction index during the presample and first-outcome epochs. The direction index consisted of the normalized difference in the neuron's firing rate on those trials in which the subject made a leftward lever movement to sample the first outcome and those in which he made a rightward lever movement. There was a significant correlation between the value of this measure in the two epochs in both LPFC (Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, r ϭ 0.4, p Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 ) and MPFC (r ϭ 0.35, p Ͻ 0.0005). C, Comparison of the mean response selectivity, defined as the absolute magnitude of the direction index, in LPFC and MPFC during the presample and prechoice epochs. Response selectivity was significantly weaker in the prechoice epoch, and the effect was consistent across both areas. The horizontal dotted line indicates the chance level of selectivity as calculated via a Monte Carlo analysis. D, Comparison of the mean response selectivity in LPFC and MPFC during the presample and prechoice epochs, separated according to the identity of the first outcome. Response selectivity was significantly weaker in the prechoice when the first outcome was either the intermediately preferred juice or the least preferred juice, but not when it was the most preferred juice. The horizontal dotted line indicates the chance level of selectivity as calculated via a Monte Carlo analysis (the chance level of selectivity was higher than in Fig. 5C , as the analyses were based on fewer trials, and so the index showed more variability).
selective MPFC neurons and 8/53 (15%) of the LPFC neurons. This left just 12/71 (17%) of the selective MPFC neurons and 8/53 (15%) of LPFC neurons whose responses could not be accounted for by one of the above patterns of selectivity.
We also examined the time course over which neurons encoded the identity of the second outcome. We performed a sliding one-way ANOVA and calculated for each time point the percentage of variance in the neuron's firing rate that could be attributable to the identity of the second outcome (Fig. 7 E, F ) . The results supported our conclusions from the analysis of the single neuron activity. Encoding of the second outcome was stronger in MPFC than in LPFC, and it was most evident when the first outcome was the intermediately preferred outcome. In MPFC, encoding of the second outcome was also present when the first outcome was either the most or least preferred, but this was not the case in LPFC.
In summary, encoding of the second outcome was most prevalent in MPFC. Most neurons appeared to encode the value of the second outcome relative to the first. This signal could take the form of a response to a specific second outcome in the context of a specific first outcome, or it could take a more abstract form in which the neuron responded whenever the less preferable of the two potential outcomes (as indicated by the first outcome) occurred. This was particularly evident when the first outcome was the intermediately preferred juice. It is these trials in which the identity of the second juice is most critical. This is because on half the trials following the intermediately preferred outcome, the second outcome will be less preferable than the first, while on the other half of the trials the second outcome will be more preferable than the first. In addition, they are also the trials in which the difference in value between the two potential outcomes (the most and least preferred outcomes) is greatest. Either or both of these reasons may explain the bias toward encoding the second outcome when it follows the intermediately preferred juice.
Encoding of the chosen outcome
Our final analysis of neuronal selectivity focused on the responses that occurred when the subject received their chosen outcome. Many neurons encoded the identity of the chosen outcome. For example, the neuron in Figure 8 A showed a higher firing rate when the subject received apple juice than when the subject received orange juice. In addition, on 25% of the trials the subject received a reward that was approximately twice as large as the standard reward size. Many neurons responded differentially depending on the magnitude of the received reward. For example, the neuron in Figure 8 B showed a phasic response at the time of the offset of the small reward, which did not occur when the subject received a large reward.
To quantify the prevalence of these different types of neuronal selectivity in our neuronal populations, we performed a threeway ANOVA for each neuron and both the chosen and smalloffset epochs in turn. We used the neuron's mean firing rate on each trial as the dependent variable and independent variables of juice (whether the subject had chosen the most preferred or intermediately preferred juice), response (whether the subject had made a leftward or rightward lever movement to indicate their choice), and magnitude (small or large reward trials). During the chosen epoch, a small number of neurons in each area showed a main effect of juice or a main effect of response (Fig. 8C) . No other main effects or interactions accounted for Ͼ3% of the neurons. During the small-offset epoch, the majority of selective neurons encoded the magnitude of the received juice while a smaller Figure 7. Spike density histograms illustrating the firing rate of neurons to the delivery of the second outcome. In each plot, the top panel indicates trials in which the first outcome was the most preferred juice, the middle panel indicates trials in which the first outcome was the intermediately preferred juice, and the bottom panel indicates trials in which the first outcome was the least preferred juice. The colored drop indicates the identity of the first outcome (orange, orange juice; green, apple juice; blue, quinine). The red tick mark indicates the offset of the juice delivery. The gray shading illustrates the second-outcome epoch that we used for statistical analysis. A, An MPFC neuron that had a significantly higher firing rate when the second outcome was quinine, but only when the intermediately preferred reward (apple juice for subject H) was the first outcome. B, An MPFC neuron, recorded from subject H, which showed a higher firing rate to the less preferable of the two potential outcomes that might follow each of the first outcomes. C, Another MPFC neuron that showed a higher firing rate to the less preferable of the two potential outcomes, this time recorded from subject J. D, An MPFC neuron that had a significantly higher firing rate to quinine following apple juice and to apple juice following quinine. In both cases, the subject would receive apple juice for his final choice, and consequently the most likely explanation for this pattern of selectivity is that it reflected the subject's expectancy of the reward that he would receive for his choice. Time course of selectivity related to encoding the second outcome in LPFC (E) and MPFC (F ), separated according to the identity of the first outcome. The bold line indicates the mean of the population, while the colored shading indicates the SEM. The horizontal colored lines indicate significant differences between the plots as determined by a t test. Orange points indicate a significant difference between the yellow and red plot, green points indicate a significant difference between the yellow and blue plot, and pink points indicate a significant difference between the blue and red plot. For example, the orange points indicate those times when the selectivity for the second outcome was stronger when the first outcome was intermediately preferred (yellow plot) than when the first outcome was the most preferred (red plot).
population encoded the juice's identity. The prevalence of neurons encoding the magnitude of the juice was greater in MPFC than LPFC, and MPFC tended to respond more strongly to the most preferred juice. In summary, the identity of the juice and its magnitude both drove neuronal activity, and the encoding of reward-related parameters was biased toward MPFC.
We also examined the relationship between encoding juice information during the sample phase of the task (specifically the first-outcome epoch) and the choice phase of the task (the chosen and small-offset epochs). There was no evidence that neurons that encoded juice information during the first-outcome epoch were any more or less likely to encode juice information during the chosen and small-offset epochs than were neurons that did not encode juice information during the first-outcome epoch ( 2 test, p Ͼ 0.1 in all cases). For those neurons that did encode juice information during both phases of the task, we examined how their selectivity compared. (Too few LPFC neurons encoded juice information at both phases of the task to permit a meaningful statistical test of their response properties, so for this and subsequent analyses, we focused solely on MPFC neurons.) MPFC neurons tended to encode juice information during the choice phase of the task in the opposite direction to how they encoded it during the sampling phase of the task (Fig. 8 D) . To ensure sufficient neurons to permit us to examine this statistically, we combined the two groups, i.e., those that encoded juice information during the first-outcome epoch and the chosen epoch, and those that encoded juice information during the first-outcome epoch and the small-offset epoch. (Only one neuron was common to both groups, and our analyses were unaffected by whether we included or excluded this neuron as a member of both groups.) This analysis confirmed that neurons were more likely to switch their juice preference between the sample and choice phases of the task than they were to maintain the same preference (binomial test, p Ͻ 0.05). We also compared the firing rates that were elicited by the juices in the sample and choice phases of the task (Fig. 8 E) . For each neuron and each epoch, we calculated the neuron's preferred juice, defined as the juice that elicited the highest firing rate, and determined how this firing rate compared between those epochs. For those neurons encoding juice in both the first-outcome and chosen epochs, the firing rate to the neuron's preferred juice was significantly less in the chosen epoch (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p Ͻ 0.05). In contrast, for those neurons encoding juice in the first-outcome and small-offset epochs, there was no significant difference between the mean firing rates (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p Ͼ 0.1).
In summary, MPFC neurons tended to encode juice preference at the choice phase in the opposite direction to how they encoded this information during the sample phase. In addition, the neurons showed lower firing rates to chosen rewards than to rewards received during the sample phase. Thus, MPFC neurons showed their strongest activity when the subject had to monitor the outcome of a response, as in the sampling phase, or when it was not possible to predict the outcome of the response, as in the small-offset epoch, which is when the subject learned whether he would receive a small or large reward. Figure 9 illustrates the location of neurons that were response selective and outcome selective during the first-outcome epoch. To determine whether there was a relationship between the incidence of selective neurons and their anterior-posterior position, we performed a logistic regression using whether or not a neuron was selective as the dependent variable and the anterior-posterior position of the recording location as the predictor variable. We did this for each area and each variable (response or outcome) in turn. Response-selective neurons were significantly more prevalent in more posterior recording locations in LPFC Figure 8 . A, Spike density histograms illustrating an MPFC neuron that encodes the identity of the chosen juice. The plots are color coded according to the identity and magnitude of the juice reward. The red tick marks illustrate the offset of the small and large juice reward. The dark gray shading illustrates the extent of the chosen epoch, and the light gray shading indicates the extent of the small-offset epoch. This neuron had a significantly higher firing rate when the subject received his preferred juice (apple for subject J) than when he received his intermediately preferred juice. B, An MPFC neuron that fired in response to the offset of the smaller reward. Note that this was not a generic reward offset response, since a similar strong response did not occur to the offset of the large reward. C, Percentage of neurons that encoded either the magnitude of the chosen reward (magnitude), the identity of the chosen reward (juice), or the direction of the behavioral response to select the chosen reward (response). For those neurons encoding the magnitude of the reward, the darker shading indicates the proportion that showed a stronger response to the larger reward. For those encoding the juice, the darker shading indicates the proportion that showed a stronger response to the more preferred juice. For those neurons encoding the response, the darker shading indicates the proportion that showed a stronger response for a leftward movement. The asterisk indicates that the prevalence of encoding the magnitude of the reward was significantly greater in MPFC than in LPFC ( 2 , p Ͻ 0.05). The dagger indicates that there were significantly more MPFC neurons that showed a stronger response to the more preferred juice than the less preferred juice (binomial test, p Ͻ 0.05). D, Proportion of neurons that encoded outcome information during both the first-outcome epoch and the choice phase of the task that showed either the same (dark shading) or opposite (light shading) preference among the juices. E, Comparison of the firing rate elicited by the neuron's preferred juice for those neurons that encoded outcome information during both the sample and choice phases of the task.
Functional anatomy within areas
( p Ͻ 0.00005). However, there was no relationship between location and response selectivity in MPFC, and no relationship between location and outcome selectivity in either area.
In addition, we have previously reported that neurons encoding the value of multiple decision-related parameters are restricted to the anteriormost portion of MPFC, with a marked drop-off in the prevalence of such neurons as one moves posterior to the genu of the corpus callosum . To examine whether such a functional dissociation existed in the current task, we recorded an additional dataset that focused on the dorsal bank of the cingulate sulcus posterior to the genu of the corpus callosum (anteroposterior ϩ20 to ϩ23) in subject J. We recorded 34 neurons from this area (MPF-C postgenual ). We treated this as a separate dataset: it was not included in our previous analyses.
Neuronal selectivity in MPFC postgenual was markedly different from the anterior part of MPFC. During the first-outcome epoch, 28/34 (82%) of the neurons encoded the response compared with 5/34 (15%) that encoded the outcome. When we plotted the magnitude of the experimental effects of outcome and response, it was clear that the majority of neurons encoded the response with little effect of the outcome (Fig. 10 A) . To confirm that the neuronal encoding in MPFC postgenual was indeed different from our original MPFC dataset, we performed a two-way ANOVA using the magnitude of the experimental effects as the dependent variable and independent variables of encoding (outcome or response) and area (MPFC postgenual or MPFC). There was a significant interaction between the factors (Fig. 10 B) (F (1,288) ϭ 29, p Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ). A post hoc simple effects analysis revealed that there was significantly greater response encoding in MPFC postgenual than outcome encoding (F (1,288) ϭ 32, p Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 ). In addition, outcome encoding was significantly weaker in MPFC postgenual than in the original MPFC dataset (F (1,288) ϭ 5, p Ͻ 0.05), and response encoding was significantly greater in MPFC postgenual (F (1,288) ϭ 29, p Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ). These results supported our previous findings (Kennerley et al., 2009): in MPFC postgenual there is a clear decrease in the encoding of outcome-related information and a clear increase in the encoding of response-related information relative to more anterior regions of MPFC.
To examine the nature of the response selectivity evident in MPFC postgenual , we compared our direction index in the presample and first-outcome epochs. There was a significant positive correlation indicative of the neurons encoding the upcoming response (Fig. 10C) . The predominance of response selectivity raised the possibility that MPFC postgenual might be an area downstream of the anterior regions of MPFC that could be responsible for encoding the final choice response. In fact, there was no evidence that this was the case: selectivity relating to the encoding of the final response did not differ between MPFC postgenual and the original MPFC dataset during the prechoice epoch (Fig. 10 D) . We confirmed this by performing a two-way ANOVA on the absolute magnitude of the direction index values with the factors of epoch (presample or prechoice) and area (MPFC postgenual or MPFC). There was a significant interaction between the two factors (F (1,288) ϭ 39, p Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 ). A post hoc analysis of the simple effects revealed that the direction index was significantly smaller in the prechoice epoch than in the presample epoch in both areas (MPFC postgenual : F (1,288) ϭ 91, p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ15 , MPFC: F (1,288) ϭ 18, p Ͻ 0.00005). Furthermore, whereas the direction index was significantly stronger in MPFC postgenual than our original MPFC dataset during the presample epoch (F (1, 288) ϭ 88, p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ15 ), there was no difference between the areas in its strength during the prechoice epoch (F Ͻ 1, p Ͼ 0.1). Thus, although MPFC postgenual encoded the upcoming response strongly during the presample epoch, there was little evidence that it was responsible for implementing the final choice response. 
Discussion
Using a task that required subjects to maintain information about which of three potential outcomes was associated with one of two possible responses, we observed marked differences in the properties of MPFC and LPFC neurons. Whereas both areas encoded the responses, MPFC neurons also encoded the value of the outcomes associated with those responses. MPFC neurons encoded the value of the first outcome with respect to the subjects' preferences. They subsequently encoded the value of the second outcome relative to the first outcome. This information would be sufficient for the subject to determine their choice, but neurons showed much weaker encoding of both responses and outcomes during the choice phase of the task, compatible with the notion that PFC is more important for monitoring behaviors than implementing them.
Differential control of action selection by LPFC and MPFC
Our results suggest that MPFC is important for monitoring the value of an outcome that results from a specific behavioral response. This conclusion is compatible with recent theories of MPFC function, which suggest this region may be important for valuing actions (Rushworth et al., 2007; Quilodran et al., 2008; Rushworth and Behrens, 2008) . For example, MPFC lesions render monkeys unable to sustain rewarded responses in an outcome-guided choice task (Kennerley et al., 2006) , while MPFC neurons tend to encode both rewards as well as the action that led to the reward (Matsumoto et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2004) . The results of the current study help to define what information MPFC encodes. Neurons encoded outcome information in a manner that was consistent with the subjects' preferences. This supports the idea that MPFC neurons encode outcome information via an abstract value signal (Amiez et al., 2006; Wallis, 2007; Kennerley et al., 2009) .
In contrast, despite a good deal of focus on LPFC in the control of goal-directed behavior (Shallice and Burgess, 1991; Duncan et al., 1996; Watanabe, 1996; Miller and Cohen, 2001) , it is becoming increasingly apparent that its role in this process is relatively constrained. Neuropsychological studies show that LPFC damage does not impair decision making (Bechara et al., 1998; Fellows, 2006; Fellows and Farah, 2007; Baxter et al., 2008) . Neurophysiological studies show that MPFC neurons encode multiple decision parameters, such as the amount of available juice, the amount of work necessary to earn the juice or the probability of juice delivery, while LPFC neurons show much weaker encoding of such information . Results from Matsumoto et al. (2003) have also supported this conclusion. In a task that required subjects to learn associations between stimuli (two different pictures), responses (holding or releasing a lever), and outcomes (receiving or not receiving a juice reward), MPFC neurons encoded the RO association, while LPFC neurons encoded the stimulus-response association.
In addition, we saw a marked decline in the prevalence of encoding outcomes in the more posterior parts of MPFC. In a previous study, we saw a marked decrease in the complexity of the encoding of decision parameters in the more posterior MPFC ). This raises the possibility that the dorsal bank of the cingulate sulcus anterior to the genu of the corpus callosum is functionally distinct from the more posterior regions of the dorsal bank. We note that there is considerable disagreement regarding the cytoarchitectonic designation of the dorsal bank of the anterior MPFC, with it variously labeled as area 9 (Vogt et al., 2005) , 32 (Petrides and Pandya, 1994) , 9/32 (Paxinos et al., 2000) , or 24b (Carmichael and Price, 1994) . Regardless of the cytoarchitectonic labels, our results highlight the functional diversity of the cingulate sulcus. In addition to the anterior/posterior distinction, the dorsal and ventral banks of the cingulate sulcus also appear to be functionally distinct (Hoshi et al., 2005) . These differences in functional anatomy must be considered if we are to understand MPFC function .
The specific nature of response encoding in MPFC Some neurophysiological studies of MPFC find strong encoding of behavioral responses (Matsumoto et al., 2003) , while others find little evidence for such encoding (Ito et al., 2003; Matsumoto et al., 2007) . Our own data seem to suggest that MPFC response encoding is most evident at the point in the trial when the subject must monitor the outcome associated with a response. Those studies that did not observe strong response encoding, may not have required such monitoring, either because a cue instructed which movement to make (Ito et al., 2003) or because the subject could adopt a simple "win-stay, lose-shift" strategy (Matsumoto et al., 2007) . A further issue relates to why our study found segregation of neuronal response properties: neurons tended to encode either the outcome or the response but not both. Although similar segregation occurs in the striatum (Lau and Glimcher, 2007) , previous studies of MPFC found that neurons integrated response and outcome information (Matsumoto et al., 2003) . The segregation that we observed might be a consequence of our task design, since information in our task was only relevant for the current trial. Integration of response and outcome information may only occur when it is necessary to keep track and update an action's value across multiple trials.
Both MPFC and LPFC strongly encoded the responses to sample the outcomes but only weakly encoded the final choice response. These findings are compatible with accounts of prefrontal function that emphasize its role in monitoring behavior, rather than planning and executing responses (Petrides, 1996) . They are also consistent with studies that show stronger encoding in both MPFC (Matsumoto et al., 2007; Quilodran et al., 2008) and LPFC (Procyk and Goldman-Rakic, 2006 ) when a subject is determining which response is rewarded than when they are repeating a known rewarded response. More generally, we can interpret such findings within the framework of exploration (discovering what outcomes are associated with specific responses) versus exploitation (repeating responses that lead to known outcomes), with prefrontal neurons more involved in exploration than exploitation. This raises the question as to whether there is a downstream motor area responsible for implementing the final choice, although our data seem to exclude MPFC postgenual from such a role. For example, reward-dependent modulation of motor responses increases in progressively downstream motor structures (Roesch and Olson, 2003) . Alternatively, exploitation may be a default strategy that exploration must override, with the consequence that neuronal responses to exploration will always be stronger than exploitative responses (Daw et al., 2006) .
Biased encoding of valence in MPFC
Both EEG (Gehring et al., 1993; Miltner et al., 1997) and fMRI (Carter et al., 1998; Ullsperger and von Cramon, 2003; Holroyd et al., 2004) studies have found that MPFC activity is stronger to failures than successes. Our finding that neurons responded more strongly to the less preferable outcomes during both the first-and second-outcome epochs supports this view. This valence bias is the opposite of that reported in other areas involved in value-based decision making, such as orbitofrontal cortex, where neuronal responses were stronger for positive events (Roesch and Olson, 2004) . This has prompted some theories to argue that choice behavior involves the integration of benefits from orbitofrontal cortex and costs from MPFC (Cohen et al., 2007) . However, such a conceptualization may be overly simplistic.
Several studies have found comparable responses in MPFC to successes and failures (Knutson et al., 2000; Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Walton et al., 2004) . We previously found an even split between neurons that increased their firing rate as the value of a choice increased compared with those that increased their firing rate as the value of a choice decreased in both MPFC and orbitofrontal cortex ). MPFC neurons are equally likely to respond to gains (when a subject was cued that they would receive more juice than expected) and losses (when a subject learned they would receive less juice than expected) (Sallet et al., 2007) . Furthermore, MPFC neurons respond to rewards in a manner that is highly sensitive to the reward context in which they occur (Sallet et al., 2007) . For example, the response of an MPFC neuron to a large reward will be larger if it occurs in a block of relatively small rewards versus a block of relatively large rewards. This suggests that MPFC neurons may be relatively susceptible to framing (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) : their response may depend on the context in which the choice is presented. A possible explanation for why we observed larger signals for negative outcomes may be because subjects tend to be overly optimistic about the likelihood of a positive outcome (Miller and Ross, 1975) . Thus, our subjects may have hoped for their most preferred juice to occur following a sample, and the MPFC signaled when this did not occur.
Conclusion
In summary, our results support the notion that MPFC is important for monitoring the value of an outcome produced by a specific behavioral response and highlight the relative lack of outcome encoding in LPFC. These neuronal populations in MPFC could contribute to many of the functions in which MPFC has been implicated, including action valuation, error detection, and decision making.
